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Abstract The homeobox gene Hoxa-13 codes for a
transcription factor involved in multiple functions,
including body axis and hand/foot development in tetrapods. In this study we investigate whether the loss of one
function (e.g., limb loss in snakes) left a molecular footprint in exon 1 of Hoxa-13 that could be associated with the
release of functional constraints caused by limb loss.
Fragments of the Hoxa-13 exon 1 were sequenced from 13
species and analyzed, with additional published sequences
of the same region, using relative rates and likelihood-ratio
tests. Five amino acid sites in exon 1 of Hoxa-13 were
detected as evolving under positive selection in the stem
lineage of snakes. To further investigate whether there is an
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association between limb loss and sequence variation in
Hoxa-13, we used the random forest method on an alignment that included shark, basal fish lineages, and ‘‘eutetrapods’’ such as mammals, turtle, alligator, and birds.
The random forest method approaches the problem as one
of classification, where we seek to predict the presence or
absence of autopodium based on amino acid variation in
Hoxa-13 sequences. Different alignments tested were
associated with similar error rates (18.42%). The random
forest method suggested that phenotypic states (autopodium present and absent) can often be correctly predicted
based on Hoxa-13 sequences. Basal, nontetrapod gnathostomes that never had an autopodium were consistently
classified as limbless together with the snakes, while eutetrapods without any history of limb loss in their phylogeny were also consistently classified as having a limb.
Misclassifications affected mostly lizards, which, as a
group, have a history of limb loss and limb re-evolution,
and the urodele and caecilian in our sample. We conclude
that a molecular footprint can be detected in Hoxa-13 that
is associated with the lack of an autopodium; groups with
classification ambiguity (lizards) are characterized by a
history of repeated limb loss and possible limb reevolution.
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Genes coding for a lost character might be maintained in
the genome due to pleiotropic effects on other characters
that are of selective value to the organism (Wright 1968;
Lande 1978; Teotónio and Rose 2001; West-Eberhard
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2003), and it is estimated that reactivation of long unexpressed genes (silenced for more than 10 million years) is
only possible if gene function is maintained by other
selective constraints (Marshall et al. 1994). Many developmental genes are involved in multiple functions (e.g.,
limb development and axial patterning [see Veraksa et al.
2000; Carroll 2005]) and are thus unlikely to be lost
because of the loss of one of these characters (e.g., limbs).
It is possible, however, that the gene has organ specific
elements (e.g., associated with heart or kidney development), like a character specific enhancer or protein-protein
interaction motif (Wagner and Lynch 2008). In the case of
an interaction motif, the loss of one specific character (e.g.,
the limb) could lead to the release of some of the selective
constraints on the protein coding sequence. In the present
study we investigate whether the pattern of variation in the
coding sequence of a developmental gene involved in limb
development, Hoxa-13, is affected by limb loss.
Hox genes code for transcription factors involved in
multiple developmental functions (Carroll 2005), including
limb and fin development (Nelson et al. 1996; Hérault
et al. 1999; Innis et al. 2002; Knosp et al. 2004; Metscher
et al. 2005; Davis et al. 2007). The expression patterns of
many Hox genes during limb development are very
dynamic and present distinct phases of expression and
complex domains for each gene (Duboule 1994; Davis
et al. 1995; Favier et al. 1996; Fromental-Ramain et al.
1996; Nelson et al. 1996). For example, during vertebrate
limb development Hoxa-13 localizes to the autopodial
paddle (Nelson et al. 1996; Hérault et al. 1999; Innis et al.
2002), and later to discrete domains within the interdigital
regions of the autopodium, where its function is required
for interdigital programmed cell death, digit outgrowth,
and chondrogenesis (Fromental-Ramain et al. 1996; Stadler et al. 2001; Knosp et al. 2004). A knockout of Hoxa13 leads to a specific loss of digit 1 (Fromental-Ramain
et al. 1996). Spontaneous mutants of Hoxa-13 exhibit digit
and limb malformation (e.g., Post and Innis 1999; Zákány
and Duboule 1999; Innis et al. 2002; Knosp et al. 2004),
and mutations in Hoxa-13 in humans can lead to the ‘handfoot-genital syndrome’ (Mortlock and Innis 1997; Mortlock et al. 2000; Innis et al. 2004). The Hoxa-13 gene
consists of two exons, and while exon 1 is experiencing
evolutionary changes, exon 2 mostly contains the homeobox and does not change on the taxonomic level of species
we investigated (Lynch et al. 2004; Wagner et al. 2005).
Considering the role of Hoxa-13 in autopodium development, an interesting question is, What are the changes
observed in the sequence of this gene in lineages that do
not exhibit autopodium development because limbs either
were lost or never developed?
One group that exhibits substantial variation in limb and
foot morphology is the Squamata (lizards including snakes
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[Pough et al. 1998]), which contains several limbless lineages (e.g., Greer 1991; Bejder and Hall 2002; Caldwell
2003; Kohlsdorf and Wagner 2006; Wiens et al. 2006). In
the snake clade, most species lack front and hind limbs
entirely and all lack an autopodium. Despite the ancestral
terrestrial fossil (Najash rionegrina from the Cretaceous
[Apesteguı́a and Zaher 2006]) and three other fossils of
marine snakes (Caldwell and Lee 1997; Rage and Escuillié
2000; Tchernov et al. 2000), all extant snake species either
are entirely limbless or present only vestigial limb elements; therefore, the autopodium may have been absent in
this group for about 100 million years (the oldest snakes
are probably from the mid-Cretaceous [Rage 2001]). In the
present study we investigate whether sequence changes in
Hoxa-13 are associated with the presence or absence of the
autopodium. We first focus on Squamata, comparing limbed lizards with snakes, and we then compare these results
with sequence variation in a broader sample of gnathostomes, using the random forest method (Breiman 2001a).

Materials and Methods
DNA Extraction and Amplification
Genomic DNA was extracted from frozen muscle tissues
with the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. A detailed list of taxa included
(with related museum numbers or GenBank accession
numbers) is included in Supplementary Appendix I. Gene
fragments of Hoxa-13 (375 to 455 bp) were amplified from
one individual of each species by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using 10 to 100 ng of DNA, a 0.1 to 0.2 lM
concentration of each primer, and PCR Master Mix (Reddymix, 2.5 mM MgCl2; Abgene, Inc.) to obtain a final
reaction volume of 50 ll. The thermocycling conditions
were 30 cycles of 1 min denaturation at 94°C/1 min
annealing at 52–56°C/1 min extension at 72°C, followed
by 1 cycle of 8 min at 72°C for final extension. The
sequences for all primers are presented below. PCR products were gel-purified using the QIAquick Gel Purification
System (Qiagen). Genes were cloned using the pGEM-T
vector system (Promega) and E. coli-competent cells
(Promega). Sequencing was performed in both directions
with the vector primers T7 and SP6 on an ABI 3100
Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
Four to ten clones of each gene were sequenced to control
for errors during PCR amplification. Sequences for all loci
were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers
EF456654 to EF46667.
Hoxa-13 primers were as follows: FA13LZ, CTC
CATCCCCGCTGGATCGA; RA13LZ, GGCATATCCA
GGTAGCC; KTA13F1, CTYCATYCCCGCTGGATYGA;
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forest analysis to identify possible changes in amino acid
positions that might be associated with the presence or
absence of autopodium in Gnathostomata.
The first approach (molecular evolution of Hoxa-13 in
lizards and snakes) required a phylogenetic hypothesis
available for Squamata. Therefore, we performed phylogenetic analyses to determine a topology for Squamata,
based on data from entire mitochondrial genomes downloaded from GenBank, as described in detail in
Supplementary Appendix II. The relationships among
major clades of Squamata that are relevant to the present
study (Agamidae, Iguanidae, Anguimorpha, and Serpentes;
see Fig. 1) were congruent between the phylogenetic
analyses performed here, based on entire mitochondrial
genomes, and other studies using molecular data (Vidal and
Hedges 2005; Wiens et al. 2006; Fry et al. 2006) (see
Supplementary Appendix II).

KTA13R1, CTTTKACYCKYCTGTTYTGRAACC; KTA
13R3, CATGGCTGGTARCTTTCCA (From Fry et al.
2006); F54, ACCAACAGCYTGGARGAGATYAACAA;
R2B, TGGTAGAAAGCAAACTCCTGG; and R2C, GCC
CTGGTAGAARGCRAACTCCT.
Molecular Evolution Analyses
To investigate possible changes in Hoxa-13 sequences that
could be related to the lack of autopodium development,
we applied analyses of molecular evolution that characterized two complementary scenarios. First, we analyzed
molecular evolution of Hoxa-13 in the scenario of limb loss
in Squamata by comparing sequence length, GC content,
and substitution rates between Serpentes and limbed lizards. Then we analyzed patterns of molecular evolution of
Hoxa-13 on a larger phylogenetic scale, using random

Gnathostomata
Sarcopterigii
Reptilia
Squamata

Fig. 1 Phylogenetic hypothesis used to perform tests of molecular
evolution of Hoxa-13, c-mos, RAG-1, and BDNF in two comparisons:
(1) Squamata—Serpentes versus limbed squamates (Helodermatidae,
Varanidae, Iguanidae, and Agamidae); (2) Gnathostomata.
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Phylogenetic relationships among Squamata taxa were confirmed by
the molecular phylogenetic analyses described in Supplementary
Appendix II
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Molecular Evolution of Hoxa-13 in Squamata:
Serpentes Versus Limbed Lizards
Hoxa-13 sequences obtained for species of Squamata were
aligned using the Clustal-V algorithm (Higgins et al.
1992), implemented by the software BioEdit sequence
alignment editor. The alignment was manually improved
based on sequences translated into amino acids. Codon bias
was assessed by information on GC content calculated for
each individual sequence in the software BioEdit Sequence
Alignment Editor and analyzed among groups in the
computer program RRTree (Robinson et al. 1998; Rechavi
and Huchon 2000).
We analyzed the molecular evolution of Hoxa-13
sequences in Squamata using two complementary approaches. First, we analyzed the pattern of insertions and
deletions in the gene sequences, and how those related to
Serpentes in comparison with limbed species of squamates.
We then analyzed the patterns of amino acid substitutions
in these two clades based on the topology shown in Fig. 1.
In this second approach, we deleted insertions and deletions from the alignment due to computational demands.
To see whether the pattern found in Hoxa-13 is gene specific we applied the same analyses to three other nuclear
genes: c-mos, RAG-1, and brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF). Sequences for these three genes were
retrieved from GenBank for several species, as described in
Supplementary Appendix I.
In the first approach, focusing on patterns of insertions
and deletions, total sequence length was inferred in BioEdit
and compared among groups (limbed [Anguimorphs ?
Iguanidae ? Agamidae] versus Serpentes) in SPSS 12.0 for
PC using ANOVA. Changes in sequence length were
visualized in a phylogenetic context using the program
Mesquite 1.05 (parsimony reconstructions [Maddison and
Maddison 2004]). Related species share a common evolutionary history, and therefore phylogenetic analyses (based
on independent contrasts [Felsenstein 1985]) were also
applied using the MS-DOS computer program PDTREE
(Garland et al. 1992, 1993, 1999; Garland and Ives 2000),
with arbitrary branch lengths following Pagel (1992).
Phylogenetic ANOVAs were performed by simulating
character evolution (1000 simulations) under the Gradual
Brownian Motion Process in the MS-DOS computer program PDSIMUL and analyzing the simulated data in
PDANOVA (Garland et al. 1993).
Initial exploratory analyses were performed in HyPhy
(version HyPhy Kernel for Windows [Pond et al. 2005])
and suggested differences in evolutionary rates between
snakes and limbed lizards (using alligator as outgroup),
which were visualized using the program MacClade
(version 4.08 for MacOS X [Maddison and Maddison
1992]). Two complementary tests based on phylogenetic
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topologies were then applied, in order to verify the
hypothesis that Serpentes and limbed squamates differ in
their rates of Hoxa-13 evolution. The same tests were
performed for the three nuclear neutral genes (c-mos, RAG1, and BDNF).
Substitution rates between sequences were compared
using relative rate tests based on phylogenetic trees
(topology following Fig. 1), implemented by the computer
program RRTree (Robinson et al. 1998; Rechavi and Huchon 2000). In these tests, alligator was defined as the
outgroup and the Serpentes clade was compared with a
clade of limbed squamates (Iguanidae and Agamidae ? Varanidae and Helodermatidae). Rates of both
synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions per (synonymous or nonsynonymous) site were analyzed.
Based on methods proposed by Yang (1997; implemented using the computer program PAML), two-branchsite maximum likelihood (ML) tests of positive selection
were applied together, namely, Test I and Test II (described
in detail by Zhang et al. 2005; Arbiza et al. 2006). The
phylogeny used is shown in Figs. 1 and 3, with an unrooted
topology. This approach allows detection of lineage-specific events while distinguishing true cases of positive
selection from likely cases of relaxation of selective constraints, by first comparing the likelihood of a ‘nearly
neutral model’ (MIa) with that of an alternative model
testing for positive selection in the branch of interest (MA),
and then comparing the likelihood of the model testing for
positive selection (MA) with that of an alternative model
where x of only the foreground lineage is fixed to 1 (MB).
If Test I (MIa 9 MA) is significant but the likelihoods
compared in Test II (MA 9 MB) are not statistically different, then the sites detected in Test I to be under positive
selection are actually experiencing relaxation after release
of selective constraints (described in detail by Zhang et al.
[2005] and Arbiza et al. [2006] and in the PAML manual).
RRTree and PAML do not perform well if too many gaps
are present, so the alignments were trimmed when necessary in order to minimize the number of gaps.
Predicting the Presence or Absence of Autopodium:
Random Forest Analysis
To determine whether the increased rates of Hoxa-13
evolution observed in Squamata (see Results) could be
explained by limb loss or indicative of snake-specific
changes, we analyzed the sequence variation of this gene in
a broad sample of gnathostoms (Fig. 1). Additional
sequences for exon 1 of Hoxa-13 were obtained for five fish
([basal] Osteichthyes ? Chondrichthyes), three amphibians (a frog, a caecilian, and a salamander), one bird, one
turtle, six additional limbless lizards (Ophisaurus apodus,
Isopachys gyldenstolpei, Rhineura floridana, Trogonophis
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wiegmanii, Amphisbaena cubana, and Anniella pulchra;
see Supplementary Appendix I for details), and six additional limbed lizards (Sceloporus undulatus, Eumeces
inexpectatus, Ameiva auberi, Cordylus giganteus, Xantusia
riversiana, and Takydromus sexlineatus; see Supplementary Appendix I for details). The complete alignments,
comprising 38 taxa, were obtained from amino acid
sequences of Hoxa-13 using different algorithms (ClustalV [Higgins et al. 1992]; ClustalX [Thompson et al. 1997]).
The random forest method approaches the problem as
one of classification, where we seek to classify (or predict)
the presence or absence of autopodium (the response variable) based on amino acids at positions in the Hoxa-13
amino sequences, the predictor variables. Analyses were
done using the statistical/machine learning method known
as random forest (Breiman 2001a) with the randomForest
package (Breiman et al. 2007) for the R statistical programming system (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996). Breiman
(2001a, b) has demonstrated that relatively high levels of
classification accuracy can be achieved through an
ensemble of tree-based statistical models (Breiman et al.
1984; Clark and Pregibon 1993), where each tree in the
ensemble includes some randomization in observations and
predictor variables considered. Final predictions are
obtained by aggregating (voting) over the ensemble. The
mechanism by which aggregating models reduces prediction error for unstable predictors, such as trees, is well
understood in terms of variance reduction resulting from
averaging (Breiman 1996; Hastie et al. 2001). Further
variance reduction can be achieved by decreasing the
correlation between the quantities being averaged. Random
forests seek to decrease correlation by incorporation of
additional randomness by considering only a random subset of the predictor variables for determining the optimal
split of a given node of a (constituent) tree rather than all
predictors. The method has exceptional prediction accuracy
and eliminates overfitting because ensemble members are
generated independently (Breiman 2001a, b).
Our application of the random forest method follows
previous successful application of tree-based statistical
models (Segal et al. 2001) and random forests to genetic
data (Cummings and Myers 2004; Cummings and Segal
2004). Here, our random forests comprised 1 9 105 individual tree-based statistical models. Variable importance
was measured in terms of the increase in group purity when
partitioning data based on the permutation accuracy
importance procedure (Breiman et al. 2007). The procedure
is broadly similar to other uses of permutation tests. A
dataset is analyzed and the prediction accuracy is quantified.
A variable is permuted in the dataset, the other variables
remaining unpermuted, and the analysis is repeated. The
difference in the prediction accuracy between the original
(unpermuted) and the variable-permuted datasets is a
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measure of importance of the variable. If a predictor variable
is strongly associated with response (i.e., contributes substantially to the prediction), a marked decrease in prediction
accuracy will result from the permutation. Among the several advantages of permutation accuracy importance is that it
provides an assessment of the importance of the variable in
interaction, positive or negative, with other variables.

Results
Sequences from exon 1 of Hoxa-13 were PCR amplified,
cloned, and sequenced for seven snake species and one
outgroup (alligator) and, also, for two species of limbless
squamates, one species of basal Osteichthyes, four species
of limbed squamates, two species of amphibians, and one
turtle species (see Supplementary Appendix I for details).
Published sequences of Hoxa-13 were downloaded from
GenBank for three additional snake species, for three
species of iguanids and two species of anguimorphs (as
representatives of the ‘limbed squamates’ group), and also
for four species of limbless squamates, one species of
shark, three species of basal Osteichthyes, one frog species,
two additional limbed squamates (used in the random
forest analysis), and one bird species (details given in
Supplementary Appendix I). For comparison, sequences of
three nuclear genes, c-mos, RAG-1, and brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), were also obtained from
GenBank: RAG-1—alligator, three species of iguanids, two
species of anguimorphs, and six snake species; c-mos—
alligator, three species of iguanids, two anguimorphs, and
nine snake species; and BDNF—alligator, four species of
iguanids, and six snake species (see Supplementary
Appendix I for details). Phylogenetic analyses performed
to determine the topology used for Squamata were based
on data for entire mitochondrial genomes downloaded from
GenBank (described in Supplementary Appendix II). Most
of the analyses of Hoxa-13 evolution were based on two
main comparisons: (1) Serpentes versus ‘limbed squamates’ (the clade including Agamidae, Iguanidae,
Varanidae, and Helodermatidae; Fig. 1) and (2) ‘limbed’
versus ‘limbless’ Ganathostomata (fish, amphibians, bird,
turtle, and limbed and limbless squamates, the latter
including snakes; see Fig. 1). Below we present our results
in the form of (1) contrasts between five limbed squamates
and Serpentes, in a phylogenetic context, and (2) classification analysis using random forest analysis of Hoxa-13
sequences across Gnathostomata.
Serpentes Versus Limbed Squamates
Sequences of Hoxa-13 were significantly longer in Serpentes than in limbed lizards (p = 0.04, F14,15 = 12.490), a
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pattern that resulted from insertions of repeated elements,
particularly the amino acids alanine and histidine (Fig. 2).
Because related species share a common evolutionary
history, we also performed a phylogenetic ANOVA in the
MS-DOS computer program PDTREE (Garland et al.
1992, 1993, 1999; Garland and Ives 2000). This approach
suggested that the magnitude of the differences was mostly
explained by relatedness (which is not surprising given that
the trend toward sequence elongation is associated with the
Serpentes clade), as the phylogenetic ANOVA was not
significant (F of the real data between the 19th and the 20th
percentile of F values from simulated data; p = 0.19). This
pattern seems to be specific to Hoxa-13 because no length
variation was observed in the other three nuclear genes
used as control (c-mos, RAG-1, and BDNF). Serpentes
exhibited a weak trend toward lower GC content in all
genes analyzed (Hoxa-13, snakes = 66.5% GC, limbed
squamates = 68.7% GC; c-mos, snakes = 44.4% GC,
limbed squamates = 45.9% GC; RAG-1, snakes = 40.8%
GC, limbed squamates = 42.1% GC; and BDNF,
snakes = 50.7% GC, limbed squamates = 50.9% GC).
The second approach used to analyze molecular evolution of Hoxa-13 was based on patterns of amino acid
substitutions in the two clades compared, using two complementary programs that take into account a phylogenetic
topology: RRTree (Rechavi and Huchon 2000) and PAML
(Yang 1997). As described next, both parsimony and ML
methods revealed increased rates of nonsynonymous substitutions in Hoxa-13 associated with the Serpentes clade
(Table 1). Distance methods implemented by RRTree
(Robinson et al. 1998; Rechavi and Huchon 2000) showed
that snakes exhibit a rate of nonsynonymous substitutions
that is significantly higher than that of limbed squamates
(Ka = 0.078, vs. 0.052; p = 0.019), as shown in Fig. 3.
Rates of synonymous substitutions (Ks) did not differ
between Serpentes (Ks = 0.594) and limbed (Ks = 0.440)
squamates (p = 0.083; see Table 1).
To determine whether Hoxa-13 experienced directional
selection or relaxed selection in the stem lineage of snakes,
we performed two complementary analyses based on
likelihood-ratio tests (LRTs), implemented by PAML
(Yang 1997). The first analysis, called Test I (described by
Zhang et al. 2005; Arbiza et al. 2006), compared the
likelihood of a ‘nearly neutral model’ (MIa), where rates of
all branches were fixed to neutral, with that of an alternative model (MA) testing for positive selection in the branch
leading to the Serpentes clade (indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 3). This test detected five sites evolving under positive
selection in the stem lineage of Serpentes (positions 54, 70,
79, 129, and 180 of the alignment presented in Fig. 2 and
Table 1; p \ 0.05). LRTs investigating positive selection
in internal and tip branches of the Serpentes clade were not
significant (Table 1). To distinguish between positive
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selection and relaxed selection after release of a constraint
(i.e., selection in Hoxa-13 after limb loss), we compared
the likelihood of the model testing for positive selection in
Test I (MA) with that of an alternative model (MB) where
x of the foreground lineage was fixed to 1 (Test II, as
described by Zhang et al. [2005] and Arbiza et al. [2006]).
The LRT of Test II was strongly significant (Table 1;
p \ 0.001) for the node leading to the Serpentes clade
(Fig. 3), suggesting that the five sites identified by Test I
(Fig. 2) experienced positive selection, instead of relaxed
selection. It is important to note, in the alignment presented
in Fig. 2, that these five sites change in Serpentes and are
maintained within the clade, showing positive and then
stabilizing selection in these amino acid positions. Test II
did not show selection in Hoxa-13 in other internal or tip
branches in the Serpentes clade. Therefore we conclude
that Hoxa-13 has experienced positive selection in the stem
lineage of Serpentes, but there is no evidence for relaxed
selection on the gene in this clade.
To test whether the pattern of sequence evolution
observed is a characteristic of snake genomes or if it is
specific to the developmental gene Hoxa-13, we performed
the same analyses for three other nuclear genes: c-mos,
RAG-1, and BDNF. In the nuclear gene c-mos, the relative
rate method (RRTree) did not detect significant differences
in Ks (rate of synonymous substitutions) or Ka (rate of
nonsynonymous substitutions) between limbed squamates
and snakes, but LRTs detected relaxed selection in tip
branches of the Serpentes clade (Table 1). In contrast,
significant differences in the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions (Ka) between limbed squamates and Serpentes
were detected in RAG-1 by RRTree, but those did not
reflect significant differences in x values (nonsynonymous
substitutions ratio/synonymous substitutions ratio, given by
Ka/Ks), and LRTs showed that only tip branches in the
Serpentes clade are experiencing relaxed (instead of positive) selection (Table 1). Therefore, Serpentes exhibited an
overall increase in substitution rates in the gene RAG-1,
which is not driven by directional selection in the stem
lineage. Finally, neither parsimony nor likelihood tests
provided evidence for significant differences in rates of
nonsynonymous substitutions (Ka) between Serpentes and
limbed squamates in the gene BDNF, but rates of neutral
mutations (Ks) were higher in Serpentes (Table 1).
Therefore, we conclude that the pattern of positive selection in the limb developmental gene Hoxa-13 associated
with the stem lineage of Serpentes is specific to Hoxa-13.
Random Forests and Limb Absence Among
Gnathostomata
To determine whether the changes that occurred in Hoxa13 in the origin of Serpentes were at least in part related to

Squamata

Gnathostomata

Tetrapoda

Limbless Squamates

Serpentes

Limbed Squamates

Fig. 2 Alignment of Hoxa-13
for Gnathostomata. Gray
columns correspond to the five
sites detected to be under
positive selection in
comparisons between Serpentes
and limbed squamates. Arrows
indicate positions that were also
confirmed to be among the most
important for the classification
of taxa according to ‘presence’
and ‘absence’ of autopodium in
the random forest analysis

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA A-------GT NFAAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAT -----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF GSSYFPCRMS HH----NAAL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSVAAAAAA A----GEDFT SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AA------GT NFAAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGST-- ------AAYT ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP GTAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF SSGYFPCRMS HH----NAAL KSCAQPAAS- ----FADKYM DTSVAA---- ----GGEDFT SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAA--- ---------T NFAAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGSS-- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA -----GMAET GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF SSGYFPCRVS HH----NAAL KSCAQPAAS- ----FADKYM DTSVAAAAA- -----GEDFT SR

-SLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAAAAAAAGT NFVSA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----ASAYT ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYFPCGMN HHH---NASL KSCAQPASS- ----FGDKYM DTSGAGAA-- -----GEDFT SR

---------- -----AAAAA AAA-----GT NFVSA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA P----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYSYF SSGYFPCGVN HHH---NASL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSGAAAA-- -----GEDFT SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAGPGSAAA AAAAAAAAYP ---SGEAPSA A----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSAS- GPAALPYSYF GSGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSCAQPASSS ----FADKYM ETSVAAA--- -----GEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAGPGS--- -----AAAYP ---SSEAPSA A----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQGPS- GPAALPYSYF GSSYFPCSVH HHHHH-NASL KSCPQPAASS ----FADKYM ETSVAAAA-- ------EDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAGPGN--- -AVAAAAAYP ---SSETPSG A----GMAET GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQGSS- GPAALPYSYF SGGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSCAQPASSS ----FADKYM ETSVAA---- ----SSEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAGPGS--- --AAAAAAYP ---SSEAPSA A----GMAET GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQGSS- GPAALPYSYF GGGYFPCSVN HHHH--NASL KSCAQPASSS ----FADKYM ETSVAA---- ----SSEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAGPGS--- -AAAAAAAYP ---SSEAPSA A----GMAET GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQGSS- GPAALPYSYF SSGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSCAQPASSS SSSSFADKYM ETSVAA---- ----SSEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAGPGS--- AAATAAAAYP ---SSEAPSA T----GMAET GAVVKQCSPC SAA-VQGSS- GPAALPYSYF SGGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSC-QPASSS ----FADKYM ETSVAA---- ----SSEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAGPGS--- ---AAAAAYP ---SSEATSA A----GMAET GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQGSS- GPAALPYSYF SSGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSCAQPASSS ----FADKYM ETSVAA---- ----SSEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAGPGS--- -AAAAAAAYP ---SSEAPSA A----GMADT GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQGSS- GPAALPYSYF SSGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSCAQPASSS ----FADKYM ETSVAA---- ----SSEDFP SR

Rhineura
Trogonophys

Amphisbaena

Anniella

Ophisaurus

Liasis

Charina
Lampropeltis

Coluber

Agikistrodon

Elaphe

Dendroaspis

Micrurus
Typhlops

NSLEEINKNM EVGFHAVAAA AAAAA---GS NFAAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGSG-- ------AAYP ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSPS- GPAALPYSYF GSGYFPCRMS HH----NAAL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSGAAAAAA AAAAAGEDFT SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GS NFGAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----ASAYT ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP GAAVNKCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYYPCRMN HH----NAAL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSVAAAAAA -----GEDFT SR

NSLEEINKNM E-GFHAAA-- ---------T SAAAAA--NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLPAP-S--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAS -----GMAEP --AVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- G-AALPYGYF GSGYYPCRMT HH----NA-I KSCAQPAST- ----FADKYM DTSVS----- -----GEDFT SR

NSLDEINKNM D-GFHA---- --------GS NFAAAAAANP CRNLMAH-PA PLAAP-S--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA -----GMAEP --AVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- G-AALPYGYF GSGYYPCRMT HH----NA-I KSCAQPAST- ----FADKYM DTSVS----- -----GEEFT SR

NSLEEINKNM E-GFHA---- --------GS NFAAAAAANQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAP-S--- -----TAAYT ---SSEAPAS -----GMAEP --AVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- G-AALPYGYF GSGYYPCRMT HH----NG-I KSCSQPGST- ----FADKYM DTSVS----- -----GEEFT SR

NSLDEINKNM D-GFP----- --------GS RFAAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA PLGPPG---- ------AAYS APGGSE---- -----GPAEA G---KQCSPC SA---QGSS- GAA-LPYGYF GSGYYPCRVG HH----GG-I KSCAQP-SS- ----FADKYM DTSGSA---- -----GEEFT SR

NSLDEMNKNM E-GFP----- --------GS NFAA----NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLA-P-S--- ------TAYP ---SGDVPAP -----GMAEP G---KQCSPC S-----GSS- G-ATLPYGYF SSSYYPCRMT HH----NA-I KSCAQP-ST- ----FADKYM DTSVSA---- -----GEEFS SR

NSLEEMNKNM D-GFPV---- ---------S SFAA----NQ CRNLIGHH-A PL-PP-S--- ------SAY- --PSSEVPVS A-----IAEP ---SKQCNPC SA--VQSTPN GS--LPYGYF GSGYYPCRMS HH----NG-I KSCSQPSS-- ----FADKYM DTSGSA---- -----GKDFP SR

NGLDEMNKNM EA-FP----- --------GG NFAA----NQ CRNLVAHHPA SLA-P-S--- ------SAYS ---SSEVPSS -----GMAEP ---VKQCSPC SAA--QSSS- S-ASLPYGYF GSGYYPCRMT HH----NA-I KSCAQP-ST- ----FAEKYM DTSVS----- -----GEEFT SR

NGLDEVNKNM E-GFP----- --------GG NFAA----NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLA-P-S--- ------TAYT ---SSEVPAS -----GIAEP ---VKQCSPC SAA--QSSS- S-ASLPYGYF GSSYYPCRMT HH----NA-I KSCAQP-ST- ----FAEKYM DTSVS----- -----GEEFT SR

Eumeces
Alligator

Gallus

Geochelone

Ambystoma

Gymnopis

Xenopus
Protopterus

Latimeria

NSLDEINKNM D-GFS----- --------GG NFTA----NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLA-P-S--- ------SAYT ---SSEVPAS -----GIAEP ---VKQCSPC PAA--QTSS- S-AALPYGYF GSSYYPCRMS HH----S-SI KSCAQP-STL SGYP-ADKYM DTS-A----- -----GEEFT SR

---------- EAGFHAAAAA AAAAA---GS NFGAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAGPGS--- -----AAAYM ---SSEAPAA AA---GMAEP GAAVNKCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYY--RMN HH----NAAL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSVAAAAA- -----GEDFS SR

Ameiva

NGLDEVNKNM D-GFA----- --------GG NFAA----NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLA-P-S--- ------TAYT ---SSEVSAS -----GIAEP ---VKQCSPC SAA--QSSS- S-ASLPYGYF GSGYYPCRMA HQ----S-SI RSCAQP-SA- ----YAEKYM DTSVS----- -----GEEFT SR

-SLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AA------GT NFAAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----AAAYP ---SGEAPSS AA---GMAEP GASVKQCSPC SAA-VQSTS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYFPCRMS HH----NAAL KSCAQPAAS- ----FADKYM DTSGGAA--- -----GEDFT SR

Xantusia

Heterodontus

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAAAA---GT SFVAS---NQ CPRNLAH-P- -----GT--- -----AAAYA A--SSEPPSG PA---GMADP VPAVKQCSPC SAS-VQGSS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYFPCGMN HHH--PNASL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSGAAVAAA -----GEDFS SR

Takydromus

NGLDEVSKNM E-GFA----- --------GG NFAA----NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLA-P-S--- ------TAYT ---SSEVPVS -----GMAEP ---VKQCSPC SAA--QSSS- S-ASLPYGYF GSGYYPCRMA HH----S-SI KSCAQP-SA- ----YAEKYM DTSGS----- -----GEEYT SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GS NFGAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPGA A----GMAEP GAAVNKCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPCGYF GSGYYPCRPH HH----NAAL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSVAAA--- -----GEDFT SR

Sceloporus

Polypterus

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AA------GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGT--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA AAA--GMSEP GPAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF SSGYFPCSMN HHH---NASL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSVATAA-- -----GEDFT SR

Leiocephalus
Cordylus

Polyodon

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLAAPGT--- -----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA AAAAAGMAEP GPAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYFPCSMN HHH---NASL KSCAQPATS- ----FADKYM DTSVATA--- -----GEDFT SR

-----AAAYS ---SSEAPPP A----GMAEP GPAVKQCSPC SAAAVQGSS- GPAALPYSYF GSGYFPCSMN HHH---NASL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSGATA--- -----GEDFT SR

-----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYSYF GSGYFPCGMN HHH---NASL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSGAA---- ----GGEDFT SR

-----AAAYT ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP AAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSPP- GPAALPYGYF GSGYFPCGMN HHH---NASL KSCAQPASA- ----FADKYM DTSVAAAAAA -----GEDFT AR

----AAAAYP ---SSEAPSA A----GMAEA GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQNPS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYFPCSVN HHHHHHNASL KSCSQPSASS ----FADKYM DTSGAAA--- -----SEDFP SR

Cyclura

Rhamphothyphlops NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLTGPGS--Varanus
-SLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AA------GT NFVSA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAGPGS--Heloderma
NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AA------GT NFVSA---NQ CRNLMAH-PA SLVAPGS--Agama
NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAVAAA A-------GT NFVAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAAPGS---

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GT NFVAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAGPGS--- ----AAAAYP ---SSEAPTA A----GMTEP GAAVKQCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYSYF GGGYFPCSVN HHHHH-NASL KSCSQPAASS ----FADKYM DTSVAAA--- -----SEDFP SR

NSLEEINKNM EAGFHAAAAA AAA-----GS NFGAA---NQ CRNL-AH-PA SLAAPGS--- -----ASAYT ---SSEAPAA A----GMAEP GAAVNKCSPC SAA-VQSSS- GPAALPYGYF GSGYYPCRMN HH----NAAL KSCAQPASS- ----FADKYM DTSVAAAA-- -----GEDFT SR
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Table 1 Results from the RRTree test comparing substitution rates in Hoxa-13 and three other nuclear genes between snakes and a clade of
limbed lizards (top); likelihood ratio test from branch-site models applied in PAML for Hoxa-13 and three other nuclear genes (bottom)
Variable

Hoxa-13

c-mos
Limbed

RAG-1
Snakes

p

Limbed

BDNF

Limbed

Snakes

p

Snakes

p

Limbed

Snakes

p

0.052

0.078

0.019*

0.218

0.228

0.722

0.034

0.053

0.018*

0.440

0.594

0.083

1.171

1.043

0.595

0.877

1.060

0.274

0.044

0.043

0.879

0.473

0.608

0.118

0.131

0.186

0.218

0.039

0.051

0.093

0.071

0.041*

RRTree
Ka(nonsyn
Ks(syn

sub/nonsyn site)

sub/syn site)

Ka/Ks
Test

Hoxa-13

c-mos

TI

TII

Selection

Branch to snakes clade

6.508*

60.92**

Internal branches

0.038

0.036

Tip branches

0.759

0.001

–

RAG-1

BDNF

TI

TII

Selection

TI

TII

Selection

TI

TII

Selection

Positive

0.000

0.000

–

0.000

0.000

–

0.000

0.000

–

–

0.000

0.000

–

2.923

0.001

–

0.000

0.000

–

6.550*

5.197

Relaxed

6.867*

0.081

Relaxed

0.000

0.000

–

PAML

Note: Nonsyn, nonsynonymous; sub, substitions; syn, synonymous; TI, Test I; TII, Test II. TI (df = 2), critical v20.05 = 5.991. TII: (df = 1),
critical v20.05 = 3.841. Statistically significant differences: * p \ 0.05; ** p \ 0.001

limb loss, we analyzed the sequence variation of this gene
in a broad sample of gnathostoms and aligned the snake
sequences of Hoxa-13 with all sequences available for fish,
amphibians, and reptiles, including six additional limbless
lizards and six additional limbed lizards (Fig. 2). We have
applied the random forest approach using two different
alignments: Clustal-V (Higgins et al. 1992) and Clustal-X
(Thompson et al. 1997). The alternative alignments looked
equally reasonable and generated similar results (both with
an error estimate of 18.42%), and much of the variation
among alignments was associated with regions with variable numbers of identical amino acids (tandem repeats).
The random forest method is an ensemble (forest) of
decision trees and, like many statistical analyses, has no
specific minimum sample sizes. This approach proved to be
suitable for our dataset, in the sense that phenotypic states
(autopodium present and absent) can often be correctly
predicted based on Hoxa-13 sequences.
The analyses based on the Clustal-V alignment detected
six most important positions in the Hoxa-13 sequence to
predict the presence or absence of the autopodium (positions 30, 54, 82, 129, 134, and 150 in the alignment). Of the
22 taxa with ‘absent autopodium,’ only 2 were misclassified as ‘present’ (the lizard Isopachys and the caecilian
Gymnopis; class error = 0.0909), while of the 16 limbed
species, 5 were misclassified as ‘absent autopodium’ based
on the Hoxa-13 sequences (the lizards Heloderma, Agama,
Varanus, and Tadydromus and the salamander Ambystoma;
class error = 0.3125). The analyses based on a different
alignment, using Clustal-X, gave the same overall estimate
of error (18.42%), but different class errors: of the 22 taxa
with ‘absent autopodium,’ 17 were correctly classified as
‘absent’ and 5 were misclassified as ‘present’ (the lizards
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Trogonophis, Anniella, Isopachys, and Rhineura and the
caecilian Gymnopis; class error = 0.2273), while of the 16
species that exhibit autopodium development, 14 were
correctly classified as ‘present’ and 2 were misclassified as
‘absent’ (the lizard Varanus and the salamander Ambystoma; classification error = 0.1250).
In general, there was broad consistency in the results
based on the set of reasonable alignments examined. All
the nontetrapod taxa (shark, lungfish, coelacanth, paddle
fish, and bichir) were correctly classified as autopodless,
and most of the nonsquamate tetrapods (chick, alligator,
turtle, Xenopus) were correctly classified as limb bearing.
Some specific taxa (i.e., the amphibians Ambystoma and
Gymnopis, the limbed lizard Varanus, and the limbless
lizard Isopachys) were misclassified more often than others, and classification ambiguity among the alignments was
greatest in the limbless squamates. Two of the five positions identified to be under positive selective pressures in
the stem lineage of snakes were also detected among the
six most important positions for the classification of
‘presence’ and ‘absence’ of autopodium in Gnathostomata
using the same alignment (Clustal-V; positions 54 and 129
in the alignment shown in Fig. 2).

Discussion
The present study investigates patterns of molecular evolution in a transcription factor gene, Hoxa-13, in contexts
where one of the characters with which the gene is
involved (development of the autopodium, i.e., hand/foot)
is absent (by limb loss, in the case of Serpentes and
limbless lizards, or was never present, where fish are also
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Fig. 3 Topologies of squamates (based on Fig. 1) showing the
number of amino acid changes for Hoxa-13, c-mos, BDNF, and RAG1, calculated in MacClade. Black arrows indicate the branch
corresponding to the stem lineage that originates the Serpentes clade,

and the star (present only in the topology of Hoxa-13) indicates
significant changes in rates of evolution detected by RRTree and
PAML

considered). In a scenario where one constraint (i.e.,
autopodium development) is released from a transcription
factor (i.e., Hoxa-13) involved in multiple functions, one
could expect relaxed selection in regions of the sequence
that are associated with the function that was lost (Bull and
Charnov 1985; Graur and Li 2000). This should be
detectable as increased rates of amino acid sequence evolution in specific regions of the molecule in the lineage that
lost limbs during evolution (i.e., Serpentes). Alternatively,

after the release of the constraint associated with limb
development these sites could also be free for acquiring
new functions or for responding to formerly latent directional selection and, thus, may be under directional
selection after limb loss.
The analyses based on relative rates and LRTs performed in the present study detected five amino acid sites
in Hoxa-13 evolving under positive selection among the
snakes. Nonsynonymous substitutions occurred in the
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origin of Serpentes in Hoxa-13 positions 54, 70, 79, 129,
and 180, and the amino acid replacements were maintained
along the evolution of all Serpentes lineages, suggesting
stabilizing selection after the substitution. These changes
occurred concomitantly with the loss of limbs (and autopodium) in the snake clade, and two of them (positions 54
and 129) also seem to be related to the presence or absence
of autopodium along the evolution of Gnathostomata. It is
possible that the positive selection in the stem lineage of
snakes not only is related to limb loss, but also is associated
with the evolution of new functions during the development of regions where Hoxa-13 is expressed in snakes. For
example, Hoxa-13 is also expressed during the development of the cloaca (Roberts et al. 1995; Yokouchi et al.
1995), and snakes present cloacal scent glands (or anal
glands) that are unique to and characteristic of all Serpentes, suggesting that they might have played an
important role in the origin and successful radiation of the
group (Greene 1997; Young et al. 1999). However, the fact
that fish and snakes share a sequence signature is the
strongest evidence that a limb-related signature actually
exists in this gene (and that turtle, alligator, chick, and
mouse share a sequence signature).
Results of the random forest analysis (Breiman 2001a;
Breiman et al. 2007) suggest that the phenotypic states
‘autopodium present’ and ‘autopodium absent’ can be
correctly classified based on exon 1 sequences of Hoxa-13
with a relatively low error rate. Most notably in this classification is that, of the species lacking an autopodium,
neither the five ‘‘fish’’ species (one shark, two basal actinopterygians, and two nontetrapod sarcopterygians) nor
any of the 10 snake species were misclassified as having
limbs. Similarly, none of the nonsquamate eutetrapods
(Xenopus, chicken, alligator, turtle) have been misclassified. Eutetrapods is a noncladistic term used for tetrapod
taxa with canonical limb development (frogs and amniotes), excluding urodeles and caecilians. This consistency
of classification cannot be explained as a statistical or
phylogenetic artifact, since the ‘‘fish’’ and the snakes are
the most distantly related species in our taxon sample, and
the eutetrapods are also a diverse sample. Classification
ambiguity is concentrated on the lizards and the two
amphibians in our sample other than the frog. Given the
phylogenetic distribution of consistent classification, it is
unlikely that the classification is artifactual, and by implication it is likely that the classification ambiguity among
amphibians and lizards is a biologically significant signal. Indeed, the contrasts observed in the multiple analyses
performed in the present study illuminate very interesting
cases, such as the ones mentioned above.
The ambiguity in the classification of the lizard Hoxa-13
sequences is particularly strong, as it is complementary in
the two alignments. In the ClustalV alignment 4 of the 11
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lizards with limbs are misclassified as being limbless, while
in the ClustalX alignment 4 of the 6 limbless lizards are
misclassified as having limbs. To assess what this classification ambiguity may mean, we need to remember two
facts. First, the squamates have a longstanding and ongoing
tendency to evolve a snakelike morphology. In a recent
analysis, Wiens et al. (2006) estimated that in their taxon
sample of 216 species, limb loss has occurred at least 25
times independently, which the authors consider an
underestimate of the true frequency of limb loss. The
limbless skink Isopachys is consistently classified as having a Hoxa-13 sequence of a limbed species. In this case it
is likely that the limb loss is very recent, since the closest
relatives of Isopachys, for example, Lipinia vitterga and
Sphenomorphus indicus (Honda et al. 2000), are fully
limbed skinks. It is thus likely that the relaxed selection has
not yet led to substitutions on limb-related amino acid
residues. Second, some limbless lizards seem to be phylogenetically younger than the Serpentes clade. For
instance, Anniella is limbless for less than 70 million years
(Mya), and Trogonophis lost its limbs less than 50 Mya,
according to the dated phylogeny of Wiens et al. (2006).
Furthermore, there is evidence that digit and limb loss in
squamates might not be irreversible (Greer 1992; Kearney
and Stuart 2004; Kohlsdorf and Wagner 2006; Whiting
et al. 2003; Brandley et al. 2008). It is plausible that many
lizard lineages experienced total or partial loss of the
autopodium in their ancestral lineages even though the
current species may have fully formed limbs
(e.g., Bipes biporus [Amphisbaenidae], Scelotes mirus
[Scincidae], and Bachia panoplia and B. scolecoides
[Gymnophthalmidae]). Although Squamata might have
originated in the Permian-early Triassic (about 290-230
Mya), apparently most families of ‘typical’ snakes
diverged in the Tertiary, some of them as early as 50-30
Mya (Kumazawa 2007). The origin of snakes is still controversial (e.g., Coates and Rutta 2000; Greene and Cundall
2000; Lee et al. 2000), and recent fossil discoveries support a scenario where some extinct snake species may have
had ‘re-evolved’ limbs (Apesteguı́a and Zaher 2006).
However, it is a fact that none of the extant snakes known
exhibit autopodium, which may explain why all the species
studied here are correctly classified as limbless based on
their exon 1 Hoxa–13 amino sequence. In contrast, several
lizard families are older than snakes (Kumazawa 2007),
and groups that exhibit limb reduction usually enclose both
limbed and limbless extant species (Wiens et al. 2006).
Therefore, it is biologically plausible that the Hoxa-13
gene sequence is ambiguous with respect to its association
with the presence or absence of limbs in lizards, but not in
snakes.
Most puzzling is the consistent misclassification of the
caecilian Gymnopis, a limbless species calssified as limbed,
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and Ambystoma, a fully limbed urodele classified as
limbless. These results require a more extensive taxon
sample to assess their significance (Kohlsdorf and Wagner,
in preparation) but are potentially interesting. In particular,
the ‘‘misclassification’’ of the urodele Ambystoma is
interesting in the light of the highly derived mode of digit
development of urodeles in general (Wagner et al. 1999;
Stopper and Wagner 2005). Urodele digit development
proceeds from anterior to posterior, while all other tetrapods develop their digits from posterior to anterior (Shubin
and Alberch 1986). In urodeles Hoxa-11 expression is not
limited to the lower extremities, as in birds and mammals,
but includes digits 3 and 4 of the hand (Wagner et al.
1999), and Hoxd-11 expression is weak in the autopodium
of Ambystoma (Torok et al. 1998), while it is strong and
characteristic of the autopodium in other tetrapods
including frogs (Stopper and Wagner 2005). The explanation of this derived limb development is controversial. One
theory explains it as an adaptation to pond larva life (Wake
and Marks 1993; Wake and Shubin 1994), while another
theory explains it as a result of re-evolution of digits after
the loss of most digits in the stem lineage of urodeles
(Wagner et al. 1999). If a broader sample of urodele Hoxa13 sequences turns out to be consistently classified as
typical for limbless forms, this would shed light on the
origin of urodele limb development (Kohlsdorf and Wagner, in preparation).

Conclusion
The origin of limbs and the limb loss leave a consistent
signal in the Hoxa-13 sequence of a wide array of species
ranging from sharks to birds, snakes, and turtles. This
remarkable range of species correctly classified as either
having or not having an autopodium, based on the Hoxa-13
exon 1, suggests the existence of limb development-related
amino acid motives in the Hoxa-13 protein. Ambiguity in
the classification of Hoxa-13 sequences is mostly focused
on lizards, a large class of lineages with a high tendency
toward limb loss (Wiens et al. 2006) and even a proven
ability to regain digits after digit loss (Kohlsdorf and
Wagner 2006; Brandley et al. 2008). We thus think that
both the consistent classifications of most forms and the
ambiguity of classification of the lizard sequence have
biological significance.
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